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‘Juggling the Joys of Parenting’
Introduction to Hil Gibb
Hil Gibb is a successful Master Practitioner and Coach in Neuro Linguistic
Programming (NLP), with a Masters Degree in Leadership was invited by
LPCC to deliver our parents workshops. She was consistently judged
outstanding as a Teacher and a Head Teacher, but decided to ‘have an
adventure’ and consequently went self-employed in January 2009.
She now works with a wide range of individuals facing significant, personal challenges as well as
groups of varying sizes across business and education.
Hil has been asked to speak at three national conferences in 2011. She is also a volunteer
mentor for the Prince’s Trust. She is consistently pro-active, passionate, nurturing, and resilient.
Her main strengths lie in her ability to communicate with people (motivating and developing
them) and to think actively, flexibly and creatively. She relishes new challenges and is
committed to adding value to, and facilitating the growth of individuals and teams.
Our series of workshops for parent carers were designed around the concept of having fun and
learning new ideas to make life that bit easier for parent carers.

Workshop 1 –Effective Communication
This Effective Communication Workshop was designed to enable parent carers to:


feel more confident in a range of situations



get their thoughts and feelings across effectively and more easily



give and receive effective feedback



handle potentially ‘sticky’ conversations well



understand human behaviour and apply this understanding practically



reduce stress and drains on time and energy.

Hil made the workshop fun and thought provoking and gave us all an insight into how we
communicate . Interesting photographs made us think about communication in its different forms
and we gained an insight into how we all have a different model of the world. Parents were given
a chance to ask questions throughout the morning and the atmosphere was lively and fun. Over
lunch parents were given a chance to relax and talk to other parents.

Workshop 2 –Understanding Strategies
This Understanding Strategies Workshop was designed to enable parent carers to:


feel more confident when supporting their child(ren)



explore the power of strategies over their behaviours



reflect on their own strategies and those of their child(ren)



generate an ‘action plan’ for more positive outcomes



reduce stress and drains on time and energy

During the morning we looked at the different ways we learn and analysed which style of
learning we use ourselves. This was very enlightening and definitely made us think about how
many different styles of learning we may have in our family.
Lunch was delicious with a range of sandwiches, crisps and homemade cakes! Yum!

Workshop 3 –Space for self
The Space for Self Workshop is designed to enable you to:


reduce the internal conflict created by your various roles



understand the value of ‘the most important person’



learn the value of being fully present



remove the pain resulting from those who create angst without being in the room!



plus much more.

The third workshop on ‘time for self’ was possibly the workshop most parents needed to hear. Hil
covered feelings of guilt, emotions and feelings and ‘the most important person being me’ which
is an alien concept to most parents!
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Other comments


‘Excellent session, very helpful discussion of individual needs/circumstances.’



‘Hil Gibbs has been fantastic.’



‘Many thanks for the useful presentation and hints of improving communication skills.’



‘Many thanks for the colourful and interesting presentation.’



‘Excellent.’



‘Possibly more southerly venue.’



‘Many thanks. A very successful presentation and group discussion.’



‘Can we have Hil again!’



‘Wish I had made the first one.’



‘Thanks excellent –shame I’m already booked up for the other events.’



‘Have thoroughly enjoyed and learnt so much.’



‘Gave me lots to think about and new strategies to use for myself and my family. Time for
me was definitely an alien concept.



‘Wouldn’t be able to relax with professionals at the same sessions. It would also be geared
differently as living with a child with a disability is not the same as working with them. Most
professionals can leave work at work. We have the same issues 24/7. I would suggest
training sessions for them, but separately.’
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A massive thank you to Hil for the
interesting and informative workshops she
presented to us on each occasion.
Also thank you to the parents who took the
time out of their busy lives to attend the
sessions –we hope you enjoyed it as much
as we did!
Also a big thank you to our two lovely
Volunteers, Carol & Heather who prepared
the lunch and baked the delicious cakes.
Everyone had a lovely lunch and some
ladies even took some for the journey
home!!!
The LPCC Team

To join our network please email : enquiries@lincolnshireparentcarercouncil.org.uk or
complete our free subscription form on our website
To enquire about our film shows please phone 07534 691 620 or email cinema@lincolnshireparentcarercouncil.org.uk
To join our lottery club please phone 07534 691 620 or email
lpcc.lottclub@gmail.com .
To enquire about our coffee mornings: please
email:enquires@lincolnshireparentcarercouncil.org.uk.

